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Problem  statement:

There is a gap in pre defined consistent code style and toolset for python development flow.
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Goals:

• Define common code style and tools to use for python development.

• Define pre commit development flow chart to enable to reduce engineering time.

• Provide tool set and common configuration files to save developers time.

• Provide training material on how to guide process and tools usage.



Python Development process:

 Write code PEP8 for code, PEP 257 for Doc, PEP484 for type hints

 Write unit test

 Run flake8

 Run mypy for type hints 

 Test and verify functionality and run unit test

 Send review

 Generate online documents using pydoc

 Required if applicable : Update architecture document, High level design and  quick start guide  documents.
Ex: BaseTools feature change, spec change.
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Python development process-Flow Chart
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Recommended standards and tools:
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Style Guide:  Pep 8Style Guide:  Pep 8
https://www.python.org/dev/peps/pep-0008/

Docstring Conventions: PEP-257 257
https://www.python.org/dev/peps/pep-0257/

Code check tool: Flake8
https://pypi.org/project/flake8/

check docstrings : flake8-docstrings. 
https://pypi.org/project/flake8-docstrings/

Type hints  PEP 484: mypy
https://mypy.readthedocs.io/en/latest/existing_code.html

Unittest:  pytest library
https://docs.pytest.org/en/latest/contents.html

Complexity
https://github.com/PyCQA/mccabe
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cyclomatic_complexity

 Document generator and online help system:  pydoc
https://docs.python.org/2/library/pydoc.html
ttps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cyclomatic_complex



.flake8 config
* From version 3.x

defaults to selecting all other errors so we do not need select=E,F,W,I,D
max_line_length = 79

*User defined and project based config
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*In project config can be defined as .flake8 or tox.ini or setup.cfg

Ignore list:
H903 :  Windows style line endings not allowed in code
E266  : too many leading '#' for block comment
D203 : One blank line required before class docstring
H306  : imports not in alphabetical order

Complexity:  Default disabled as its plugin 
max-complexity = 10 default  and recommended value

Line length: 
max_line_length = 120.  Current development follows and a fair value



.flake8 config
[flake8]
# H903  Windows style line endings not allowed in code
# E266 too many leading '#' for block comment
# D203 : One blank line required before class docstring
# H306  : imports not in alphabetical order

ignore = H903, E266, D203, H306
exclude = .git,
max-complexity = 10
max_line_length = 120

Note:  Config varies project to project and need continuous review.
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Questions ?


